Introduction
Early phonological analyses of sign languages proposed that a sign consists of feature values for four parameters: handshape, orientation of the hand in space (e.g. palm up, fingers away from the body), place of articulation (or location), and movement (features such as shape, repeated, and alternating). This paper deals with what has traditionally been called handshape (Stokoe 1978) . In refering to different handshapes, we will be using the terms "base joint(s)" and "non-base joint(s)". These are illustrated in (1).
(1)
Joints of the fingers DIP = distal interphalangeal joint(s) PIP = proximal interphalangeal joint(s) MCP = metacarpophalangeal joint(s)
In the analyses of handshapes, features are proposed to distinguish different types of flexion of the fingers: base joint flexion (2b) and non-base joint flexion (2c).
These are illustrated in (2) for the most common sets of selected fingers (1, 2, and 4). In Sign Language of the Netherlands (henceforth "NGT", Nederlandse Gebarentaal), these distinctions in finger position have been considered to be contrastive for handshapes with one and four selected fingers, either implicitly (NSDSK 1996 (NSDSK 1997a or explicitly (Schermer et al. 1991) . These distinctions have also been argued to play a role in other sign languages (e.g., Corina 1990 for American Sign Language, further "ASL").
In this paper, we claim that the position of the base joints of the hand do not play a role in the phonological system of NGT. We argue that the phonological status of this joint in handshape models is not based on its contrastive function in the lexicon or its role in phonological processes, but rather is a historical relic of the phonemic analysis which started with Stokoe (1978) , which considered handshape as a whole to be a phoneme. The position of the base joints, we argue, is not a part of a phonological entity "handshape", just as the position of the wrist is not a part of it. Because the position of this joint follows from other factors, such as the orientation of the hand with respect to the location, nobody has ever suggested features for wrist flexion.
There are two reasons for denying base joint position a phonological status. Our main argument is that the base joint position is not distinctive: we do not find minimal pairs based on base joint position. Our second argument concerns the abundant variation in flexion of the base joints in different realizations of a sign in different and similar contexts, within and across signers. The variation that we observed is gradual (from 0 to 90 degrees) and concerns not only lexical signs but also productive classifier constructions.
Although the idea that base joint flexion is not always contrastive is not completely new (see remarks on Norwegian Sign Language in Greftegreff 1993; Mandel 1981 and Boyes Braem 1981 on ASL), the factors that may determine base joint flexion (or extension) have to our knowledge never been examined systematically or studied in a large set of data. No feature system for handshapes has made the claim that only one flexion feature is needed and that we can do away with base joint flexion underlyingly.
If base joint flexion is not a distinctive feature of signs (a fact that still has to be established), what are the factors determining its position? That is another question we want to answer. We identified three factors that play a role in determining the actual position of the base joint in phonetic implementation. The analysis results in a proposal for the phonological representation of the position of the fingers that is simpler than current phonological analyses. In our model no special status is given to the notion "handshape", as we treat the base joint in the same manner as the wrist.
Instead we propose the concept of "articulator", which does not entail exactly which part of the arm and hand is involved.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we review the literature on handshape, focusing on what people have written about the base joint. In section 3 we present our arguments for the non-phonological status of base joint features. In section 4 we discuss the phonetic implementation of the base joint, that is, how does the state of the base joint end up as it does in specific realizations of different signs?
In section 5 we sum up conclusions and highlight some areas for future research.
Previous research on finger configuration
Early descriptive works treated the handshape as a phonemic unit: each handshape received a name or a symbol (Stokoe 1978 for ASL; Harder & Schermer 1986 for NGT). It has been argued that the conception of handshapes as holistic phonemes is problematic. For instance, it remains unexplained why handshape changes cannot involve any randomly chosen set of handshape phonemes. Because these changes are restricted, Mandel (1981) proposed a distinction between finger selection and finger configuration, and this distinction has been used in handshape models ever since (e.g., Sandler 1989 , Corina 1990 . One or more fingers can be phonologically relevant, and features apply to this selection to determine the bending of these fingers at different joints and in different degrees. Mandel (1981) was also the first to state that the base joint can act distinctively in the phonology of ASL.
A feature referring specifically to the base joint is also invoked to describe movement at this joint . For example, Liddell (1990) and Liddell & Johnson (1989) , who refer to this change in handshape as "flattening", have a feature to account for this movement in their model. Earlier, Friedman (1976) coined the term "bendknuckles" for this movement. Similar use of a feature referring to the base joint has been made by Sandler (1989) , Uyechi (1996) , and Brentari et al. (1996) , among others.
The description of finger configuration can be further subdivided into three categories (Brantari et al. 1996) : 1) spreading : the abduction of two or more selected fingers at the base joint 2) aperture : the opening relation between the selected fingers and the opposed thumb 3 3) flexion of the fingers : flexion at the base joints is distinguished from flexion at the non-base joints, and the degree of flexion has also been acknowledged as phonologically relevant
Spreading is a feature that can only be specified over sets of more than one selected finger, and it plays a limited role in contrasting different signs in the lexicon. Aperture has mainly been discussed in the context of hand internal movements (movements of the fingers and thumb). Flexion of the selected fingers seems to be more important in distinguishing different handshapes, as a further distinction has been made within this category: flexion of the base joints is distinguished from flexion at the non-base joints.
In the literature on ASL, the feature referring to the base joint position has always been assumed to account for the difference between the "B" and "bent B" handshapes. 4 No model accounts for the fact that this feature also predicts the occurrence of the non-existing "bent V" and "bent 1" (among others) as distinctive handshapes. 5 For NGT, however, the bent index finger is adopted in the set of occurring handshapes (Schermer et al. 1991) .
In this paper, we take the handshape model of Brentari et al. (1996) , illustrated in (3), as our starting point. The model uses the framework of dependency phonology (Dresher & van der Hulst 1994) . In this framework, phonological structures are binary branching, and the two nodes stand in a head-dependent relationship to each other. Each dependent node adds complexity to the representation of a head, thus expressing markedness. The main distinction in the model is between finger selection and its dependent finger configuration. We will ignore the finger selection node here. The finger configuration node dominates spreading, aperture and flexion. Under the flexion node, the dependent value [base] specifies the type of flexion and contributes to greater complexity of the sign. [flex, base] is realized as flexion at the base joints. However, in the motivation of this feature, no specific claim is made regarding its distinctivity. Our main aim here with respect to the phonological representation is to show that we do not need the feature [base] .
3 Opposed refers to the thumb being both abducted and hyperflexed at its carpometacarpal joints. 4 Different names have been used in the literature for handshapes with 90 degrees base joint flexion, such as "angled", "flat bent" and "bent". We will use the term "bent" in this paper. 5 One might argue that the proposal in Brentari et al. (1996) predicts that any feature occurs at least in the least marked set of selected fingers, which is in their model is indeed all four fingers selected.
(3) The model proposed by Brentari et al. (1996) [cross]
[flex]
[extended]
[base]
[spread] [unspread] There has been some anecdotal discussion of allophonic variation between handshapes differing in base joint flexion only. Friedman (1976) suggests that bent B (90 degree base joint flexion) occurs as an allophone of B as the end position of a movement at the base joint, and also in "nonlexicalized gestures such as one indicating the surface and sides of a table" (p. 20). Alternation in base joint flexion also occurs in fingerspelling of M and N (3 and 2 fingers selected, respectively). Boyes Braem (1981) also mentions that bent-B seems to function as a free variant of the B hand. She links this observation to contact, either with the body or the weak hand. She also specifically mentions signs where the back of the hand contacts the face. Greftegreff (1992) argued that for indexical signs (signs in which the selected index finger points to a real or imaginary object), the orientation of the finger tip is the crucial perceptual target, and the flexing of the index finger joints is subordinate to this. Wallin (1996) 
Two arguments
In this section we offer two arguments for the non-phonological status of the base joint position. Our first argument is the lack of minimal pairs. Secondly, we argue that we don't need a feature specifying base joint states to correctly describe the surface representations of citation forms of signs that either have 90 degree base joint flexion in their citation form, or that have movement at the base joint.
No minimal pairs
One of the reasons to assume the existence of a phonological feature is that it systematically distinguishes between minimal pairs in the lexicon in a particular language. 6 In the finger flexion node at least two types of flexion have been distinguished (see section 2); flexion of base joints and flexion at the non-base joints. Non-base joint flexion is distinctive in signs containing all sets of selected fingers, as is illustrated by the following minimal pairs. For base joint flexion, however, there are no such minimal pairs. Of course it is impossible to conclusively demonstrate the non-existence of minimal pairs. There may be a pair of signs that we overlooked, or a new sign might be coined that is distinguished by base joint position only. In fact, finding minimal pairs is the task of those who claim base joint flexion to be phonologically relevant. As mentioned above, this has not been done in the literature that we know of. In (6), some conceivable minimal pairs of signs are given, one member being an actual citation form of the sign (the underlined form), the other being a conceivable but nonexisting sign. In many cases this other member is a possible variant of the actual citation form.
(6) Actual citation forms and their minimally contrasting counterparts.
in space: ROEPEN 'to call' with bent-B or B (latter feels awkward) KIJKEN 'to look' with V or V-bent (actual free variants) INDEX (index) with 1 or 1-bent (depends on what is pointed at) on the body: OOK 'also' with B or bent-B (latter feels awkward) BROER 'brother' with V or V-bent (latter feels awkward) GEWOON 'plain, simply' with 1 or 1-bent (latter feels awkward) on the head: KENNEN 'to know' with B or B-bent (actual free variants) PROBEREN 'to try' with H or H-bent (actual free variants) VERLEGEN 'shy' with 1 or 1-bent (actual free variants)
Next to these construed minimal pairs we found a few potential minimal pairs, examples of which are given in (7) and (8). We will argue in section 4 that these pairs do not differ in handshape, but rather in their orientation and location specifications. 8 The fingertips refer to the front of the car, the palm side of the hand represents the bottom of the car. The sign ROEPEN 'to call' is a so-called "orientational verb" (Bos 1993 ) made with flexed base joints. The palm and fingertips point in the direction of the object of the verb. The handshape of the sign AUTO differs from the sign ROEPEN in base joint flexion only.
The question is why we do not find minimal pairs as in (6), why some of these pairs are free variants, and how apparent minimal pairs such as HOND vs. WACHTEN and AUTO vs. ROEPEN are to be phonologically specified. In section 4 we will try to answer these questions by linking the occurrence of B-bent to other formal aspects and to semantic-morphological or iconic motivation of the shape.
No role for a feature [base] in the description of surface forms

Signs with base joint flexion in their citation form
The data we used to investigate the potential contrast between signs with base joint flexion and signs without base joint flexion came from different sources. The main source was SignPhon, a phonetic-phonological database (Crasborn 1998 . We also used dictionary CD-roms made for educational purposes (NSDSK 1996 (NSDSK , 1997a . Both sources offered the opportunity to compare most of the signs in their citation form to a version of the same sign in context. 9 We found a great deal of variation in base joint position when comparing these different contexts, that is, citation forms versus forms in sentence context. Because in most cases we could only compare the citation form to one instantiation of the sign in (a random) context, we cannot make any significant generalization as to the nature of the influence of context. However, the frequent occurrence of variation in base joint position across the lexicon, for both flexed and unflexed citation forms, demands an explanation.
Both for signs with extended fingers (that is, without base joint flexion) and for signs with (90 degree) base joint flexion in the citation forms, we find variation in the actual amount of base joint flexion in different realizations of the sign. In fact, the whole range of possible amount of flexion occurs, from -30 degrees (hyperextended), as in PINGUÏN 'penguin', to 90 degrees (flexed), as in ROEPEN 'to call' (see the illustration in (8) above). This contrasts with claims about other sign languages that there are two allophones of some handshapes, one with 0 and one with 90 degree flexion (Wallin 1996 for Swedish Sign Language).
Not only did we find variation in base joint position between signs in citation form versus sentence context, but we also found variation in the realization of the base joint in different morphological contexts. The NGT compound sign OUDERS 'parents' is composed of the signs VADER 'father' and MOEDER 'mother'. In citation form, both composing signs are generally articulated with an extended index finger. In the citation form of the compound, however, the sign MOEDER is found with the index finger flexed at the base joint, whereas the part VADER has the base joint of the index finger extended (see the illustrations in 10).
(10) MOEDER in isolation and as part of the compound OUDERS (VADER+MOEDER) Different morphosyntactic contexts can also give rise to different base joint positions. For instance, in the verb sign BEZOEKEN 'to visit', a B-hand moves from a location near the semantic source to a location near the semantic goal, the fingertips pointing in the direction of the goal. If the goal of BEZOEKEN is the first person, we always find base joint flexion, despite the fact that it is possible to touch the chest while bending the wrist, thus leaving the base joint position of the citation form unaltered.
(11) 1-BEZOEKEN-2 'I visit you' and 3-BEZOEKEN-1 's/he visits me'
In an earlier study, one of the authors looked at multiple instances of one single sign, ZEGGEN 'to say' (Crasborn 1997) . In the citation form, this sign had an extended index finger for all three subjects, whereas in 15 out of 44 context forms there was some degree of base joint flexion. There, too, this flexion was not always 90 degrees. In that study, as in the present one, no generalizations were made about the phonological nature of the sentence context (in terms of the form of preceding and following sign, and the sentence prosody).
In order to find out what may determine this variation and the specific base joint state in the citation form we examined signs that contain handshapes with base joint flexion in their citation form (these shapes are illustrated in 2b). We assumed that especially these signs would be good candidates for an underlying specification of [base] . In total, we found 225 different signs that were specified with bent handshapes, in either the SignPhon database or the dictionary CD-roms, or in both.
(We did not consider handshapes containing an aperture specification, although in section 4.1 we will discuss the influence of aperture specification on base joint flexion.)
Examining these citation forms, we found that other formational aspects of the sign seemed to determine the actual state of the base joints: in none of them, a phonological specification of base joint flexion is needed to determine the phonetic surface form. We distinguish the three situations listed in (12).
(12) Factors explaining base joint flexion in citation forms a) aperture specification b) relative orientation and location specifications c) the presence of semantic motivation of the articulator shape
We will discuss these three aspects in the next section. We consider these three factors to be mainly responsible for the occurrence of base joint flexion in the 225 citation forms that we found. In establishing this set, we left out handshapes involving aperture specifications. The distribution of these signs over the two other factors (12b, 12c) is given in (13). The distinctions within the categories will be discussed in section 4. From this table, one can conclude that relative orientation is an important factor for all sets of selected fingers, whereas semantic motivation only seems to play a role in All-shapes (4 fingers selected). In the category of 4-hands, 14 signs (12%) are left. All of these signs containing a bent-B were either in free variation or a variant of C (the handshape illustrated in 2c, picture at the bottom).
Of the three factors, the role of relative orientation is most prominent in terms of frequency. Moreover, it is also important in that it plays a role in two other situations. First, we will argue that the potential minimal pairs mentioned in (7) and (8) above can be analyzed as having the same articulator specification, but different orientation and/or location specifications. Second, we will hypothesize that the same line of reasoning that we use to explain the bent citation forms can be applied to predict the base position state of any sign in different contexts, whether sentence context (coarticulation) or sociolinguistic context.
Signs with base joint movement in their citation form
A few signs have a change in base joint position in their citation forms. At first sight, these seem to behave parallel to signs with movement at the non-base joints, such as AFHANKELIJK 'dependent', WC 'toilet', or FOTO 'photo', which have a contour for the feature [flex] . We propose that contrary to these changes in the nonbase joint, the changes in base joint position are not phonological, but are in fact a realization of a path movement (that is, a change in location), as was briefly suggested by van der Hulst (1995) . 10 An example of such a change is the sign AANBIEDING 'offer (n.)'. Uyechi (1996) argues that in ASL, the sign PAST has three different forms: one with base joint flexion, one with wrist flexion, and one with elbow flexion. They seem to be in free variation. The same sign in NGT (glossed as VERLEDEN) does have different meanings signalled by the different articulations, referring to the recent, neutral, and more distant past, respectiely. We do not consider these data to contradict our proposal. In many constructions in NGT, the size of the movement can modify the lexical meaning of the morphemes involved. In so-called classifier predicates, changing the size of the movement is used to express changes in size of the objects, movements, etc. that the signs refer to.
Uyechi suggests that these three forms have three different phonological representations. They are, respectively, a handshape change, an orientation change, and a location change. Our proposal makes it possible to see all of these movements as location changes, with constant location, relative orientation and finger selection specifications. What differs is not the phonological specification of the movement, but rather the size of the phonetic realization of this movement. (Actually, this can be expressed in different ways, as the size of the moving articulator varies, as well as the size of the path that the endpoint of the articulator traces through space.)
4 Factors involved in determining base joint position
In this section we will demonstrate how different aspects of the sign give rise to various configurations of the base joint. As we pointed out above, we consider this in principle analogous to determining the (prototypical) wrist state for a given sign in its citation form. Although the latter has never been done before, we consider it part of our task here to discuss the phonetic implementation of the base joint state. This is not just interesting in itself, but a necessary step in demonstrating that base joint flexion is not phonologically specified, but predictable from other factors.
Aperture
One set of handshapes that involve flexion at the base joint are handshapes with an aperture specification. In the handshape model in (3), two aperture features were introduced, [open] and [close] . Aperture, as we saw in section 2, specifies the relation between an opposed thumb and the selected fingers. In combining these aperture features with the two features for finger flexion we end up with a 4-way contrast, as is illustrated in (15) for handshapes with the index finger selected. The same contrast exists for handshapes with all fingers selected, and also, but less frequently, for signs with index and middle finger selected. 11
(15) 4-way contrast in finger configuration
a.
[open]
b.
[close]
c.
d.
We propose that this 4-way contrast can also be described by just one flexion feature: [flex] . If aperture consists of an opening relation between the thumb and the pad of the selected finger(s), it is simply impossible to articulate this relation without flexing at the base joint. This redundant behaviour of the base joint suggests that in these cases we do not need a phonological feature to describe it. Moreover, in NGT the handshapes in (15a) and (15b), and the changes between them, are more frequent than the ones in (15c) and (15d), for any set of selected fingers. 12 This is correctly reflected by the relatively unmarked representation of the handshapes in (15a) and (15b) with one binary aperture feature only, and no flexion feature. The handshapes in (15c) and (15d), which occur less frequently, are representationally more complex in having a flexion feature as well as an aperture specification.
Relative orientation
The most important factor in determining base joint state is a combination of the specifications for relative orientation and location. To be able to make this point clear, we first have to explain what we mean by relative orientation; this is discussed in section 4.2.1. Then, in the next subsection (4.2.2) we will show how this aspect of the phonological representation of signs leads to different base joint states, and the impact this has on our conception of handshape. The phonetic motivation that underlies these phenomena is discussed in 4.2.3.
The phonological representation of orientation
Generally, the orientation of the hand has been thought of as the orientation of the hand in space. Independent of other parameters, the palm and fingers of the hand can point in any direction in space (palm up vs. palm down, for example). In some cases, this view of spatial orientation was supplemented by the specification of "facing" or "point of contact" features, specifying which side of the hand points in the direction of a location, respectively. In Crasborn & van der Kooij (1997) , we suggested that all of these concepts could be subsumed under one feature for what we called "relative orientation": the relation between a side of the hand and the specified place of articulation. Features specified under the relative orientation node are relational and consist of a part of the hand (e.g. the finger tips, the palm, the thumb, or the pinky side of the hand). These parts, then, point in the direction of the specified location, a feature that has to be specified elsewhere in the model anyway (for example, van der Hulst 1993). 13 Since only one part of the hand is specified, the remaining degree of freedom of the orientation of the hand is claimed to be predictable, and determined in the phonetic implementation of the phonological specification. We hypothesize that one will find articulatory constraints at work that favour a minimization of movement of the articulator to get to the target state (wrist flexion in the example below).
As an example, consider the sign OOK 'also', where the relative orientation value is [radial] , that is, the thumb side of the articulator, and the location is on the chest. The relevant aspects of the phonological representation are given in (16).
13 In our earlier work we did not make explicit what part of the location specification the orientation feature refers to. In our model the main location (which typically does not change during a sign) is distinguished from setting values (which typically do change). Whether a side of the hand points in the direction of the final setting (and thus, towards the end of the movement) or in the direction of the location makes an important difference for body locations. We propose that it is the location value that a side of the articulator refers to, and not the end point of the movement. For signs in neutral space, it makes a difference whether or not a virtual object is present or not. If there is, the situation is analogous to the body location signs. If there is no imaginary object, the specified side of the articulator points in the direction of the end point of the movement. [radial]
[all]
The actual implementation of this value in terms of orientation in space is predictable given the location specification of the sign: the simplest way of getting the articulator (the radial side of the hand) to the place of articulation involves no flexion of the wrist or base joints, leading to a fully stretched articulator, with the palm pointing diagonally down and the fingertips pointing diagonally upward. This is illustrated in (17).
(17) Configuration of the articulator in OOK
Combinations of relative orientation and location lead to different base joint states
The proposal that we would like to make with respect to base joint flexion is that in all cases where it occurs (except for the cases of aperture specification and the exceptions mentioned below in 4.
3), what is kept constant is the relative orientation of the fingers with respect to the location. The rest of the hand, or more precisely the part of the articulator proximal 14 to the base joints (the flat part of the hand, the forearm, the upper arm), does not form a part of the phonologically relevant articulator, but rather is a part of the arm that helps implementing the location and relative orientation of the articulator (the fingers). 15 The apparent minimal pairs that were discussed above, such as STOPPEN vs. ROEPEN, actually differ in relative orientation, and not in articulator configuration (see the illustrations in (18) below). STOPPEN has a location somewhere in the signing space at shoulder height; the actual location varies depending on the morphosyntactic context. The relative orientation value is [palm] . The phonetic realization of the citation form of this sign has the base joints extended or even a little hyperextended, the palm pointing forward and the fingers pointing upward. ROEPEN has the same location, but instead of [palm] the orientation specification is [fingertips] . In order to make the fingertips point forward at that height in space, the articulator has to be flexed somewhere, and we find that in the citation form in neutral registers, it is flexed at the base joints.
(18) A difference in relative orientation: STOPPEN vs. ROEPEN The same difference in relative orientation specification with the same location leads to the difference between WACHTEN 'to wait' vs. HOND 'dog' (see the illustrations in (7)). For WACHTEN, the relative orientation value is [palm] , so the palm side of the fingers point to their location in neutral space, a horizontal plane at waist height. In most contexts (linguistic and extralinguistic), this is most simply done by keeping both the wrist and the base joints extended. In HOND, however, the relative orientation is [fingertips] , which point to the same plane. In this case, if the shoulder and elbow are in the same position, this is most easily articulated with the base joints flexed. One could also imagine, however, contexts in which the flexion that leads to the downward pointing of the fingers occurs at the wrist, or a combination of wrist and base joint flexion.
In other minimal pairs, such as AUTO vs. ROEPEN (illustrations in (8) above), what differs is not the relative orientation specification, but rather the location. AUTO is made at waist or stomach height, and ROEPEN is made at shoulder height. Both signs have [fingertips] specified as their orientation. We will come back to the example of AUTO below.
15 Actually, denying a phonological role for the base joint implies the flat part of the hand in these signs isn't part of the articulator. For that reason, it no longer makes much sense to talk about "handshape". We propose the term "articulator" as more appropriate. The same argument also holds for articulator configurations in which there is an aperture relation specified. The phonologically relevant parts of the articulator are the thumb tip (or pad) and the fingers, but not the flat part of the hand. As in these cases there is little variation in base joint position, the difference between "handshape" and "articulator shape" is less obvious, but we hypothesize that handshape is a misnomer for all articulator configurations.
In different morphosyntactic realizations of one underlying form, such as in the different forms of BEZOEKEN illustrated in (11) above, we see the same phenomenon. The relative orientation value [fingertips] is constant, but the phonologically specified location, the object or goal of the verb, changes depending on the context. In some forms, such as 2-BEZOEKEN-1, where the fingers have to point to the chest of the signer during the whole sign, this is almost impossible to articulate without also flexing the base joints in addition to flexing the wrist joints.
The same effect of relative orientation applying to the fingers only can be seen in a subset of the handshape changes, in which base joint flexion changes during the sign, whereas the relative orientation of the fingers is kept constant while the location of the articulator changing in height. We found examples of this phenomenon in some utterances of LIFT 'elevator', GROEIEN 'to grow (of children)', and HOOG 'high', for example; this last sign is illustrated in (19) In all the examples discussed, the flexion of the base joints is a phonetic phenomenon. There are no phonological features directly leading to a particular base joint state; instead the base joints together with more proximal joints work together to achieve a phonologically specified location and orientation specification. This predicts both that there is variation between different realizations of the same sign in the first place, as well as the fact that this variation seems to be gradual (there are not just two values, "0" and "90" degree flexion). The variation is predicted to occur because from realization to realization the combination of joints that articulate one and the same location and orientation may differ; the precise location may also differ slightly from one realization to the next. Both predictions were borne out by the preliminary data on variation that we discussed in section 3.2. The underlying phonetic explanation for which articulation occurs when is discussed in the next subsection.
The phonetic basis: distalization is articulatorily easy
Our main hypothesis is that flexion occurs as a result of the desire to minimize articulatory effort, by distalizing the articulation. Distalization is articulatorily easy because it reduces the energy expense of the movement, all else being equal: the mass of the articulator that needs to be moved is smaller in the case of finger movement than for movement of the whole hand at the wrist or at the elbow and shoulder joints (cf. Willerman 1994, for a discussion of articulatory effort in speech articulation and an overview of different aspects of articulatory complexity).
In many cases, flexion at the base joint seems an efficient way of minimizing wrist flexion, and in some cases also shoulder and elbow movement, while still realizing the target output form for relative orientation and location. We predict that the same effect determines different realizations of the same sign and the shape of different lexical items with respect to each other.
For example, consider differences in height. If the orientation target is palm down, we correctly predict that PINGUÏN 'penguin' is likely to be articulated with hyperextension at the base joints, whereas VERDIEPING 'level (of a building)' has close to 90 degree flexion at the base joints. In both cases, the same relative orientation target could be reached by keeping the base joints neutral (0 degree flexion), but by respectively hyperextending and flexing the wrist instead. Apart from the biomechanical cost of moving the fingers vs. the whole hand, to produce the same height (of the end part of the articulator) the whole arm needs to be respectively lowered and raised further as well. This makes the movement more costly as well.
Note that this distalization does not apply just to the wrist vs. base joint alternation. In the example of ROEPEN above, we remarked that the elbow is flexed for over 150 degrees to bring the hand at the specified (shoulder) height in space. However, this height of the fingers could just as well be accomplished by abducting the shoulder, flexing the elbow in the same manner as in the standard articulation, and extreme adduction of the wrist, as in the illustration in (21).
(21) Alternative articulation of ROEPEN Here, too, we suggest that the aim of reducing articulatory effort predicts the actual articulation that we find, which is favoured over alternative articulations such as the one in (20). The same goes for the sign LIEF, illustrated in (20) above. To articulate this sign without base joint flexion would require extreme effort on the part of not only the wrist but also the shoulder joint: the wrist would have to be flexed maximally, and the shoulder abducted and extended to a fair degree to raise the forearm enough to let the back of the hand and fingers point to the cheek.
Two remarks should be made at this point. First, this notion of articulatory ease by distalization should be made more explicit (as Boersma 1998, for example, does for the movement of the speech articulators) and thereby testable. Second, we can only speculate what causes the distalization effect in a specific utterance of a specific sign. In other words, in the above examples, we do not know what the factors were that promoted or allowed distalization. Presumably, factors like the ones listed below play a role:
-signing style (register) -personal preference / style -discourse contexts such as role shifting -morphosyntactic contexts such as verb inflection and aspect -position of the sign in the sentence -the size of the signing space (in turn partly influenced by the register) -the immediate phonetic-phonological context (coarticulation)
We predict that distalization occurs in sentence context more frequently than in the careful production of citation forms, and in more informal styles rather than in formal styles, etc. (cf. Lindblom 1990) . Preliminary evidence indicates that distalization is one of the main characteristics of soft or "whispered" signing, whereas proximalization is found in loud or "shouted" signing (Crasborn 1999, in prep.) .
Finally, it is obvious that just as for spoken language articulation (e.g. Boersma 1998), the tendency to distalize the articulation can be formalized as an OT constraint system that determines the best articulatory realization of an underlying perceptual target. This implies that we need to think more of perceptual feature specifications, a major break from the articulatory definitions of handshape in the sign language literature. 16 We still need to account for the fact that in some cases there seems to be a tendency for the articulator to be realized with extended base joints. If for a sign the underlying specification is defined in perceptual terms such as "big flat surface", then in some (sociolinguistic or other) contexts, base joint extension may result in an articulatory "candidate" that leads to a perceivable form which is better than articulations with base joint flexion would produce. We leave this, too, for future research.
Semantic motivation
There are signs that we cannot explain by either an aperture specification or a combination of orientation and location specification, such as the ones listed in (22). These signs are predicted to be realized without base joint flexion in their citation form. However, we consistently find them articulated with 90 degrees of base joint flexion, both in citation and context forms.
We suggest that these signs are exceptions that can be understood by taking their semantics into account. We know that formal elements of the sign can be iconically motivated or meaning bearing, as was suggested, for example, by van der . In this paper on iconicity in the phonetic implementation of location, it was argued that if a location is iconically motivated, an idiosyncratic unique form-meaning relation is established based on a resemblance relation with some referent object or action.
On the other hand, as has been noted for different sign languages, metaphorically motivated form-meaning pairings of formal elements are typically not unique but occur over and over again in a language (e.g. Taub 1997 , for ASL). An example is the temple as the location associated to signs expressing mental states or activities in both NGT and ASL. In this case the formal element can be seen as a bound morpheme.
We want to propose that the same two types of motivation play a role in distinguishing signs with 90 degree flexed base joints from signs which do have the predicted extension at the base joints. In all cases that we found, the signs had four selected fingers; for ease of reference we will therefore refer to them as B vs. Bbent. The distribution of semantically motivated signs with base joint flexion in their citation form over the two categories can be found in the table in (13).
The first category consists of signs in which the B or B-bent is used to outline or depict the shape or surface of some referent object can be productive or lexical. Examples of the latter are given in (23). In the signs in (23b), the base joint flexion is motivated by the shape of the represented object, or the object metaphor that is used to represent the concept, such as in GROEP. In both cases, this object has a round three-dimensional shape.
When the signs in (23a) are made higher in the signing space or closer to the body, B-bent can be used, conforming to the phonetic implementation process outlined in the previous section. In signs that are made higher in space by their very meaning, such as HOOG 'high' and GROEIEN 'to grow', B-bent is standard.
The second category consists of signs in which the articulator is used as a delimiter (metaphorical / morphemic use). A possible metaphorical motivation for the B-bent handshape was proposed for expressions of time and spatial relations in Italian Sign Language (LIS; Pizzuto et al. 1995) . Time is expressed spatially in LIS, and in most other sign languages studied to date. According to Pizzuto et al., the B-bent contrasts with the B-hand in that the B-hand has neutral meaning, symbolizing a non-specific event, whereas the B-bent specifies a delimited event in time or space. Examples cited include A-LITTLE-BEFORE, BEHIND and AHEAD. 17 Also in NGT, some time and space related signs are articulated with B-bent shapes (e.g. VOOR 'before, in front of', NA 'after', ACHTER 'behind' (so in both temporal and spatial contexts).
However, we have reason to doubt the meaning component associated to the Bbent. Firstly, our informant could not confirm the meaning component of "delimiter" that was claimed to be associated to the B-bent shape in LIS. Moreover, the Italian researchers found that just as in NGT, the B-bent shape in LIS is used in expressions of time and spatial relation in only two dimensions: the front-back and the high-low dimension. In the lateral dimension (ipsi-contra or right-left), only Bhands occur. Moreover, in NGT there seems to be "free" variation between B and bent-B in the signs referring to time and space made in the front-back (e.g., VOOR 'in front of') and high-low (e.g., GROOT 'big') dimension. However, we do not find variation in the lateral dimension, that is, these signs are never made with a Bbent shape. Our hypothesis is that the same phonetic factors as discussed in section 4 play a role for these signs, just as for other signs. 18 For instance, the sign KLEIN 'small' consisting of an approaching movement, palms facing each other, is only attested with B-hands. If B-bent were to indicate a delimited event in time or space, as the sign KLEIN would require, we would have to assume that phonetic ease of articulation overrules this iconic realization of the 'delimiter' meaning.
Another indication that phonetics is stronger than the alleged semantic motivation can be observed in the use of car classifiers. The car classifier, illustrated in (8) above, consists of a flat hand with all fingers selected and extended. This shape of the articulator roughly resembles the spatial proportions of the prototypical car. The palm side of the hand refers to the bottom of the car, and the fingertip side of the hand refers to the front of the car. Because of its strong semantic motivation we expected this shape not to be sensitive to or more resistant to the phonetic forces we discussed. However, we do find the more or less lexicalized signs AUTO-BOTSING 'car crash' and FILE 'traffic jam' with both B and B-bent shapes in our data. In the sign FILE, illustrated in (24) below, the strong hand is behind the weak hand, and moves towards the body, at chest or shoulder height. The closer the moving hand comes to the body, the harder it will be to maintain its relative orientation of the palm pointing to the ground surface. Flexion of the base joints contributes to making this possible, but at the same time makes the flat surface of the articulator that iconically represents the car smaller.
(24) Example: FILE Concluding, it might be the case that realizing specific perceptual targets is more important in motivated signs than minimizing articulatory effort as compared to nonmotivated signs, but this too might strongly depend on the specific discourse or sociolinguistic context. We will need to look at more data on this topic in the future.
A few remarks on other sign languages
A quick survey of dictionary data from German sign language (Microbooks 1998) , Thai Sign Language (Suwanarat et al. 1990) , and New Zealand Sign Language (Kennedy 1997) seems to support the claims made above: in most cases base joint flexion in the citation forms seems the articulatorily easiest implementation of a certain combination of orientation and location features, or is the result of an aperture specification. We do not consider it crucial for our argument to know whether or not there is a phonological role for the base joint in any other sign language: it is simply the null hypothesis that a given phonetic property does not play a role in the phonological system. In view of the factors determining the position of the base joint state described in this section, we predict that also in other sign languages base joint position is not phonologically distinctive.
Conclusion
We have argued that base joint flexion is not expressed directly by a phonological feature in NGT. The arguments that we have advanced for this claim were, first, that there are no minimal pairs that contrast only in this respect, and secondly, that for all signs that have base joint flexion or movement in their citation form, this effect can be generated in the phonetic implementation of those signs. Two phonological aspects were discussed that lead to some phonetic implementations with base joint flexion: aperture and relative orientation.
Signs with an aperture relation between the thumb and the fingers are impossible to articulate without base joint flexion; furthermore, we do not find contrasts in base joint flexion combining with the aperture feature [open] . We have proposed that relative orientation features apply only to the finger part of the articulator, and not to the whole hand. The base joints, just like the wrist and other joints of the arm, adapt to realize the combination of orientation and location features. For some signs this leads to base joint flexion in the citation form, but not for others. Variation in base joint position is predicted to occur: the signer may, under circumstances that are not yet very clear, choose to let more of the "work" be done by the wrist joint instead of the base joints. Although we have little data so far on this variation, the underlying phonetic explanation that we proposed, namely that distalization limits articulatory effort, makes specific predictions about this variation that can be (experimentally) tested in the future. Specifically, the interaction between perceptual and articulatory needs could benefit from more perceptually oriented underlying specifications (cf. Boersma 1998) . The same kind of work on the phonetic implementation of the state of the base joint should in principle also be done for the rest of the articulator.
For a set of exceptions that could not be explained by the phonetic implementation of either aperture or orientation, we suggested that their base joint flexion in citation forms is semantically motivated, and has to be dealt with in similar ways as other semantically motivated exceptions to phonological generalizations. Here, too, more work needs to be done in the future.
Although the data that we used and the proposals that we have made concerned only NGT, the phonetic and semantic nature of the phenomena involved suggest that it can be fruitful to look at other sign languages in the same way. A first impression of data from DGS, Thai SL and NZSL did not contradict our proposals.
Since the base joint is the most proximal joint in the hand that is phonologically specified, the term "handshape" is a misnomer. We suggest the more neutral term "articulator", also capturing cases in which the articulator is either smaller (as discussed in this paper) or larger than the hand. Examples of signs where the articulator is bigger than the hand include NGT BOOM 'tree' and BABY 'baby' (the same signs exist in ASL), NGT GEMEEN 'mean, vicious' and ASL DAY. Possibly there are many more cases than we had hitherto thought, having been misled by the prominence of handshape in all descriptions.
Finally, we would like to remark that the present findings also have some implications for other research fields and for practical applications. Psycholinguistic studies on "handshape" and orientation recognition could be hampered by the fact that users are not focusing on the hand as a whole but rather on the selected fingers, or whatever other part of the articulator is relevant. The same, of course, goes for studies on machine recognition of sign language, a rapidly growing field (see for example Harling & Edwards 1997) . More and more (multimedia) dictionaries of sign languages are ordered by handshape or allow searching by handshape. If it is the case that handshape is a slightly misleading concept, it is important to warn the user about possible variations between handshapes that they see in real life, and ones that they (try to) find in the dictionary. Alternatively, one might design fuzzy search capacities, aimed exactly on differences in finger flexion, or order signs by sub-categories of the articulator representation such as finger selection and finger configuration.
